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ABSTRACT
This research was a research and development (R&D) that produced products in the form of learning modules. The purpose of this research are to find out: (1) The characteristics of the material classification and its changes instructional module; (2) The feasibility of the material classification and its changes instructional module; (3) The instructional module effectiveness in increasing critical thinking skills. The procedure of this research are: (1) preliminary research & information gathering; (2) planning (3) initial product development; (4) initial field trial; (5) major product revisions; (6) main field test; (7) operational product revisions; (8) operational field test; (9) final product revision. The results of research and development show: (1) the characteristics of the instructional module as learning objects in accordance with the inquiry-interactive demonstration learning on the classification material and its changes; (2) instructional module eligibility based on experts assessment, education practitioners, and students produces 81.74% achievement with very good qualifications; (3) module as learning objects resulting from the development are effective in improving students' critical thinking skills with an N-Gain score of 0.561.

INTRODUCTION

The chapter of classification of material and its changes is one of the topics of science that has a low absorption based on the results of the 2018 National Examination. The low acquisition on that topic is caused by the characteristics of the material. The characteristics of the science topic consist of concepts that represent three levels of representation, namely macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic. Macroscopic representations are concepts that students can learn through observations of phenomena that can be seen and felt by the senses and experiences experienced by students in daily life [1]. Sub-topic of microscopic representations are concepts that provide explanations at the level of particulates which are not directly observable by the human senses [2]. Symbolic representation is a concept symbolized in symbols, graphs, formulas, and equations [2].
The studies before show the low understanding of students in macroscopic representations, the existence of concept misconceptions in submicroscopic representations, and the lack of students’ understanding of complexity as outlined in symbolic representations [3]. Students have difficulty in macroscopic representation when faced with a concept that has never been experienced before [4]. Understanding sub-microscopic concepts is considered difficult and abstract so that it is considered to study things that have no meaning [4] [5]. Understanding of symbolic representations is considered difficult when students make connections between symbols, structures, and chemical processes [6]. The topic of material classification and its changes contains concepts at the sub-microscopic level that require students to think critically and analytically [7]. To overcome these problems one of them can be done by learning to use module as learning objects. module as learning objects are a set of teaching materials that are arranged systematically and function as independent teaching materials, substitute for educator functions, evaluation tools, and as reference material for students [8] [9].

Module as learning objects as teaching materials are independent, placing students as learners in improving their ability to think independently. module as learning objects as a substitute for the function of educators, are arranged systematically and easily understood by students in which there are learning materials and learning activities that are tailored to the level of knowledge. module as learning objects as evaluation tools, allow students to know the extent of their understanding of the material being studied. module as learning objects as reference material, facilitate students in finding references in understanding concepts at the level of macroscopic, sub-microscopic, and symbolic representations that can be accounted for accuracy.

In addition to topics / teaching materials, module as learning objects must reflect approaches and objectives or competencies that are appropriate to the level of student knowledge [10]. The purpose of developing module as learning objects is one of them as a means of training students' thinking skills. Indonesia has been implementing 2013 curriculum at school at this time. The 2013 curriculum demand 21st Century skills include communication, collaboration, critical thinking and problem solving, and creativity, to have by students. 21st Century skills is the key of student successes in personal, social, academic, and professional not only national but also international scale [11].

One of the 21st century skills is critical thinking which is becoming an important issue in learning [12] as personal competence to confront competition in the future [13]. Critical thinking is an ability and skill which require reflective thinking process [12] [15] in analysis and evaluate an information [16]. Critical thinking involve complex process which needed high cognitive [16]. A critical thinking skill of student is needed to improve [17] because the critical thinker ones is more needed in the world of work [18].

The important of critical thinking skill for student, so needed to empowerment by using instructional module in learning process. The empowerment of critical thinking skills is made explicit in the material classification and its changes instructional module. The material classification and its changes instructional module use a scientific approach on the basis of the inquiry-interactive demonstration learning model. Inquiry-interactive demonstration is one of the levels of inquiry learning according to Wenning [19]. Interactive Demonstration is a student-centered learning model. Students are asked to predict the results of experiments, observe, and discuss predictions that have been made [20]. The use of Interactive Demonstration as a base model in the instructional module with regard to student conditions and development. Based on observations, students still depend on the guidance and guidance of teachers in learning. Level of inquiry - Interactive Demonstration which is the lowest level of inquiry learning after discovery learning. Interactive demonstration helps students learn better and more easily in understanding concepts they find difficult [21]. The use of interactive demonstration in the model base on the developed instructional module is expected to be able to train students' critical thinking skills on the topic of material classification and its changes in accordance with the conditions and development of students.
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METHOD

This type of research and development (R&D) refers to the design of the Borg & Gall model [22]. The design model consists of ten stages, but only limited to the ninth stage, which consists of: (1) preliminary research & information gathering; (2) planning; (3) initial product development; (4) initial field trial; (5) major product revisions; (6) main field test; (7) operational product revisions; (8) operational field test; (9) final product revision.

The feasibility of the instructional module is analysed based on the results of the validation at the initial field test stage by expert validators who are expert lecturers including: material, learning, media, and language experts. Furthermore, the initial field test was carried out by education practitioners namely science teachers and state junior high school students in Surakarta. Qualitative data in the form of suggestions, input, and responses by experts, education practitioners, and students were analysed descriptively qualitatively. Quantitative data obtained from assessments by experts, education practitioners, and students were analysed descriptively qualitatively.

The instructional module implementation phase is in the operational field trials carried out by conducting learning using modul as learning objects with the subject used is student of VII A and VII B class in SMP Negeri 20 Surakarta school year 2019/2020. Implementing modul as learning objects in the classroom to find out the improvement of students' critical thinking skills using pretest and postest design [23]. The design of the chosen research method can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Research Design [24]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information:
X₁: Treatment using instructional module
X₂: Treatment using learning book of school
O₁: Pretest & posttest critical thinking questions for experiment and control class

Students of experiment and control class are given six items of critical thinking questions. The type of question is essay test according to six indicators of critical thinking skill by Facione. The test is given before (pretest) and after (posttest) student learned classification of material and its changes topics. Then the gain of pretest and posttest score analysed. The analysis used to determine the increase (gain) of critical thinking skills is the Gain score. The gain score is also called the increase or difference in scores which is the difference between the pretest and post-test scores in one sample group. The gain score can be obtained using the following formula according to Meltzer [25]:

\[ N - Gain = \frac{T_{post} - T_{pre}}{T_{maks} - T_{pre}} \]  

Information:
T_{post}: Mean score of post-test
T_{pre}: Mean score of pretest
T_{maks}: Maximum score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Category of N-Gain Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-Gain (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) ≥ 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 &lt; (g) ≤ 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) ≤ 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The gain score obtained from the formula above can be analyzed by category using the gain score interpretation table according to the Table 2. The basis for decision making is that the resulting development instructional module is considered effective in improving critical thinking skills if N-gain is included in the medium category, the value <g> ranges from 0.3 < (g) ≤ 0.7.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Characteristics of the Instructional Modul
The characteristics of the modul as learning objects developed are modul as learning objects integrated with inquiry-interactive demonstration learning to make students think actively and be involved in the discovery process. This is relevant to the theory of constructivism in which students are actively involved in finding the understanding they want to know [26]. The material classification and its changes instructional module based on the Inquiry-Interactive Demonstration model to improve critical thinking skills have the following characteristics: (1) learning steps that are explicitly included in the module; (2) contains a description of the material in accordance with BC 3.3 and 4.3; (3) discovery-based learning to develop student knowledge; (4) there are practice questions and student activities to develop students’ critical thinking skills; (5) accommodate student to understanding representation level concept of macroscopic, sub-microscopic, and symbolic.

Interactive demonstration as the basis learning model of interactional module consists of five stages, observation, manipulation, generalization, verification, and application which are explicitly included in the module. The observation stage in the module invites students to identify the demonstrations/phenomena that are presented and then students are asked to formulate problems and make hypotheses. The manipulation stage in the module consists of science experiments to prove the hypotheses that have been written by students. The generalization stage in the module consists of student questions discussion related to the experiment as well as group discussion conclusions. The verification stage in the module asks students to compare the results with other groups to find out the truth of the hypothesis that has been made and to make conclusions. The application stage in the module asks students to apply their knowledge to new problems that are presented with questions based on indicators of critical thinking.

Module contain simple science experiments to understanding macroscopic concepts not only by reading reference, but also directly practicing. Sub-microscopic representation concept is explained in module by visualizing the abstract concept and giving student exercise. Giving the related images can help student convey the information being learned and strengthen memory by impressing the reader with images. Symbolic representation concept is explained in module by giving connection symbol with the concept, how to use formulas to the concepts, how to relate them in daily concepts, and student exercise.

The development of module has result module for student and learning guidelines for teacher. Module for student has contain student activity based on Inquiry-Interactive Demonstration, questions based on critical thinking indicators, and explanation of the chapter of classification of material and its changes. Learning guidelines for teacher has contain syllabus, lesson plan, assessment instruction, and key of answer.

Validation Results
The validation results were obtained at the initial field test stage by the material, learning, media and language experts. The input results and suggestions obtained at this stage are used to improve the instructional module. Then the module will conduct a major field test to find out suggestions and input by education practitioners and students. The recapitulation of the results of the assessment by experts, education practitioners, and students is presented in Table 3.
The instructional module were declared feasible after the material, learning, media and language feasibility tests were carried out at the initial field trial stage. The feasibility of the material / content is assessed from the suitability of the material with the core competencies (KI) and basic competencies (KD), the accuracy of the material, and the suitability of the learning support material [27]. The feasibility of the media in the form of graphics / display modul as learning objects is intended to convey messages (informative), persuasive, even commercial [28]. Language worthiness is assessed based on language suitability, conformity with the level of students’ intellectual development, communicative and logic [27]. Eligibility in terms of learning is assessed based on the suitability of the learning model that is used as a base module to facilitate students in learning independence [29]. The initial field trial by the expert validators of materials, learning, media, and language resulted in a module eligibility of 78.33% with good qualifications. The evaluation by the expert validators shows that the module is eligible for field trials with revisions as suggested.

The main field trial was readability assessment by education practitioners namely science teachers and

**Table 3. Validation Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rater</th>
<th>Score in Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material experts</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Qualified to use with major revision as suggested</td>
<td>1. Images are not very suitable to the chapter used in the modul development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Few of chemist equation are not set to be clear as the index are not used properly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and learning experts</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Qualified to use with major revision as suggested</td>
<td>1. The aim of learning from modul is not set as ABCD method (goal, subjects, instrument, manner of students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Concept map don’t use any conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. In the learning instruction using modul: it is necessary to add component of learning model (the influence of social aspect, instructional aspect, and additional aspect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media experts</td>
<td>82.49</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Qualified to use with minor revision as suggested</td>
<td>1. There is no references of cover image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Inconsistent space as punctuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Inconsistent font size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Low resolution picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language experts</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Qualified to use with minor revision as suggested</td>
<td>1. Ineffective sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Incorrect use of punctuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>86.54</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Qualified to use with minor revision as suggested</td>
<td>1. Fluids to be revised as color fluid to specify the question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Tin to be revised as bottle to make a clear imagery of experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>90.60</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1. Text is unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Low resolution picture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The instructional module were declared feasible after the material, learning, media and language feasibility tests were carried out at the initial field trial stage. The feasibility of the material / content is assessed from the suitability of the material with the core competencies (KI) and basic competencies (KD), the accuracy of the material, and the suitability of the learning support material [27]. The feasibility of the media in the form of graphics / display modul as learning objects is intended to convey messages (informative), persuasive, even commercial [28]. Language worthiness is assessed based on language suitability, conformity with the level of students’ intellectual development, communicative and logic [27]. Eligibility in terms of learning is assessed based on the suitability of the learning model that is used as a base module to facilitate students in learning independence [29]. The initial field trial by the expert validators of materials, learning, media, and language resulted in a module eligibility of 78.33% with good qualifications. The evaluation by the expert validators shows that the module is eligible for field trials with revisions as suggested.

The main field trial was readability assessment by education practitioners namely science teachers and
small group tests where students produced 88.57% eligibility with very good qualifications. These results indicate that the module meets the learning criteria. Based on recapitulation of the results of the assessment by expert validators, education practitioners, and students on the material classification module and the changes obtained an average level of achievement of 81.74% with very good qualifications. The resulting development module is ready for operational/implementation field testing after the module has been revised according to suggestions and comments. The final result of module development is as follows.
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**Fig 1. The Overview of Development Results Modules:** (a) Module for Student; (b) Learning Guidelines for Teacher

**The Effectiveness of Instructional Module in Increasing Critical Thinking Skills**

Implementation is done by N-Gain score of student between experiment class (using instructional module in learning) and control class (using school book). Before learning, students are given a pretest that aims to determine the initial abilities of students before using modul as learning objects. Furthermore, students are given a post-test to see an increase in critical thinking skills after learning using modul as learning objects. The pretest and post-test questions given are 6 items of critical thinking essay questions with indicators of interpretation, inference, explanation, analysis, evaluation, and self-regulation [12] that have been validated by experts. The questions contain concepts on the topic of classification of material and its changes related to students’ daily lives. Analysis of the results of the module implementation of students’ critical thinking skills is presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>( \bar{x} ) Pretest</th>
<th>( \bar{x} ) Posttest</th>
<th>N-Gain</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29.032</td>
<td>59.677</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31.720</td>
<td>46.237</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of analysis show that using instructional module in experiment class effective to improve critical thinking skill with category of N-Gain score medium, than control class have low category of N-Gain score. Accordance to previously research show that using instructional module base on interactive demonstration model afford to improve critical thinking skill [30] and analytic skill [31].

The result of improvement student critical thinking skill is influence of learning model base that used in instructional module. Inquiry-interactive demonstration learning is one of the student-centered constructivist learning. It consists of steps of observation, manipulation, generalization, verification, and applications that make students actively and more independent in learning. Through interactive demonstration learning, students are directly involved in constructing knowledge based on direct experience when experimenting. The direct involvement of students in learning can improve learning outcomes and thinking skills [32]. Various studies have shown that the use of inquiry-interactive demonstration models can improve learning outcomes [33], problem solving skill [34], high order
thinking skill [23], and reduce student misconception [35]. Furthermore, the effectiveness of using instructional module seen by N-Gain score result in each indicators of critical thinking skill. The result of analysis each indicators are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indikator</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>N-Gain</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>31.452</td>
<td>34.677</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>27.419</td>
<td>87.097</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>22.581</td>
<td>72.581</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>25.806</td>
<td>44.355</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>46.774</td>
<td>59.677</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-regulation</td>
<td>20.161</td>
<td>59.677</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result show the excess of instructional module effectively enhance inference, evaluation and self-regulation indicators and the lack of this instructional module cant effectively enhance interpretation, analysis, and explanation indicators. Inference is a person's ability to identify elements that are useful for making reasonable conclusions [12]. The ability to inference is the basis of a high-level thinking process that can be influenced by several factors namely background knowledge, interest, reading ability, and practice [36] [37] [38]. The use of this module can enhance inference indicator with the highest N-gain score achievement. This indicate that learning with the instructional module can make student interest to reading and understanding the topic, doing the practice to answer questions on, so it will make student’s skill to giving reasonable conclusion be trained. Evaluation is credibility of statements that are descriptions of a persons’ perception, experience, judgment, or opinion to assess the logical strength of descriptions, representation, etc [12]. Self-regulation is a self consciously to monitor one’s cognitive activities, understanding or comprehending personal opinions and assumptions, and revise answers in view of errors [12].

Using instructional module is oneness inquiry-interactive demonstration learning. With the result that low achievement category of N-Gain score interpretation, analysis, and explanation indicators can be related by learning process that has been done. The low achievement of interpretation indicator due to generalization step, students’ haven’t been able to give meaning of result from observation to describe on observation table. The solution is give information clarify about table observation filling of student worksheet on module. The low achievement of analysis indicator due to demonstration giving not maximal enough make students’ discover a problem in observation step. Student are required to use sensory, intelligence, and a ready hearth to understand and discover problem based on demonstration. Less involved students’ to discover a problem make analysis skill can not be improved [39]. The low achievement of explanation indicator on verification and application steps due to student are not confident to explain their opinion orally and writing. Another cause is the lack of students’ practice exercises related indicators. The exercises can make student trained to think and reason. Accordance to study before, train self to practice exercises on context intensively improve student’s critical thinking skill [40].

The material classification and its changes module based on inquiry-interactive demonstration are modul as learning objects that facilitate students in understanding three levels of representation (macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic). Aside from being a reference material, the results of this development module are able to train students' critical thinking skills. Students are encouraged to analyze, evaluate, make arguments, and make conclusions through activities and application questions in the module. Through these activities students will have a meaningful science learning experience. Inquiry learning integrated with modul as learning objects makes student learning experiences more meaningful and students are actively involved in the learning process [41].
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The conclusions of this research and development are: (1) the characteristics of the module developed based on inquiry-interactive demonstration learning are on the topic of material classification and its changes in accordance with K.D. 3.3. and 4.3. for class VII students; 2) The feasibility of the development module has been tested through expert validation, education practitioner validation, small group test and operational field test resulting in module eligibility of 81.74% with very good qualifications; 3) modul as learning objects resulting from the development are effective in increasing students' critical thinking skills on material classification material and their changes with N-Gain scores in the range of 0.3 <(g) ≤ 0.7. This research implies that the use of this instructional module is needed in science learning. Considering the conclusions drawn above, it implies that use of instructional module based on inquiry-interactive demonstration learning on the topic of material classification and its changes is capable to promote students’ critical thinking skill. Students’ critical thinking skill can be improved variably, it is expected that the future researcher can develop this study with consideration of different ways.
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